Creation vs. Evolution

This is an answer that I gave on the subject in another thread.

Soaring Eagle 666 wrote:
Christians claim that every detail was created by god. However, the only "alternative" is that all life evolved from a puddle of goop.

We know that Satan created humans, but what about chickens, squirrels, or grass? The extremely complex and organized state of cells suggests that an intelligence was responsible. It also makes evolution highly improbable. However, larger organisms like trees have been observed to evolve and change much more than christians will admit.

Which is it? Evolution, creation, or a combination of the two?
If life on Earth was originally created, then who did it?

The universe has always existed. It is a spectrum of sound, light, and elements. All matter is crystallization of the vibration of energetic templates, and there consciousness as vibration is light is energy is consciousness. The core of this existence is the element of spirit, the ether, for which the sound mantra is AUM. All matter is made of four elements and all elements are made of spirit, which relates to the reason why the Magnum Opus is possible.

Hence matter is polymorphic and can adjust and transform when the underlying template changes in time. Everything has a mathematical aspect, which is the geometry of the sound form. If you study this, nature is obviously working to perfect and harmonize itself in its creations. This is why the conscious will to live seeks to express its underlying nature by working to better oneself and one's environment and pass on a higher standard to the next generation. This exists on all levels from biological to spiritual, and is why beauty is symmetry. Even what we perceive as time is actually the vibrations of the ether as they descend into lower levels of frequency and density. The energetic patterns that form matter also form the flow of time. Hence time does not have to be toxic. It is connected to the flow of Prana, the Ether, and if one becomes a vessel of this perfect flow, one maintains the state of eternal existence just as this Spirit essence is eternal.

It seems that all patterns manifest as forms from the invisible realm of the ether. The non-Jewed science that gets out once in awhile shows this. However, the Big Bang was created by Jesuits and passed on to their fellow Jews. They took over the science world to push this false view of existence, which is synthesized to keep the Jewish program of Christianity going. Put Yahweh in there, and you
have the Biblical big bang. However, if you study Darwinist evolution, it is a joke that takes more faith than believing in Jesus. It is designed to go nowhere and has not offered anything of actual validity to understanding life. Rupert’s work was censored by TEDX because his research shows that there is consciousness, energetic fields, and such that is the psychic structure of matter. The Tribe understands where that leads, which is straight toward the occult....bad Goyim...
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